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INSTRUCTIONAL TIME: A WINGED CHARIOT?

Caea Leinhardt

Learning Research and pevelopment Center

University of Pittsburgh

May, 1981

But at my back I always hear
Time's winged chariot hurrying near;
And yonder all before us lie
Deserts of vast eternity.

Andrew Marville

AS I understand our, task; we were to present a brief overview of
,

our own research and findings, summarize the Major point! that we have

learned about time; and give some estimates as to what we think the

fUtUre Of this lint of research holds. I would like to report on three

fairly separate StUdits that I think are illustrative of the way the

field has gone, and certainly the way ay own thinking;has gone.

ti

Science Study

The first study that I'd Ilk* to describe is The Science Study.

This study was carried out in 1974 is part Of the evaluation of the

Learning Research and Development Center's (LRDC) IndiViddalized Science

CiirriCUIUM (IS) (Champagne A Kloptar, 1974). In evaluating IS we were

faced with the diffiCUItita Of having a weak set of dependent measures,

and of having go point of COMpiriMon. There are virtually no norms for

sucess or failure in elementary science instruction (Leinhardt; 1977).

In general; in the elementary school; in' Western Pennsylvania, .I.Jdents

are not exposed to science education; so that any child that is taught
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anything is clearly going to look better than a child that hasn't been

taught anything at all. One serious concern, even in 1974, was whether

or not time spent in science detracted from learning in the more basic

areas. What we did was to construct a composite pre and posttest

battery and estimate time spent in science, math, and reading

instruction. The pre

SAT (Stanford Achievement Test; dden, Gardner, Rudelan, Karlsen, &

Mervin; 1972) Stanines in science, math, and reading; the posttest

consisted of the Spring 1975 stanines. The modified allocated time

ated L e previous ye.:'"s end-of-year

measures consisted of students' own punched clock records in math and

reading and teacher logs of time spent in science. All the time

estimates are closer to allocated than engaged estimates, but they are

lower than strict schedule-based allocations. The study was carried out

in Oakleaf School, a demonstration school for UDC and inCluded sail 86

fourth and fifth graders enrolled. The results indicated that after

pretest, the only other important predictor of test performance was time

spent in science.

Insert Table 1 here

Table 1 shows the means, standard deviations, correlation matrix,

partial correlation matrix, and regressions. Notice Oat the zero -order

correlation of time spent in science with outcomes is negligible,

wheieas the math time is quite substantial. However, when the partial

correlations are examined, science time emerges as an important

predictor. The regression results are similar. Why is this? We.11,

first of all, science time is not correlated with initial ability;
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whereas; time spent in math and reading is. Secondly, time spent in

science reinforces reading comprehension by having actionbased (folloW

the directions) Short passages (two to three pages). Third, the science
. _

material is very well written. There is also some limited amount of

measuring and calculation that is required which reinforces math skills.

The initial analysis consisted of correlations and partial correlations.

Sy 1974; we knew that the initial ability of the student was the most

powerful predictor of outcome and that many of one's favorite classroom

process variables, time among them, was-confounded-With initial ability:

We knew; therefore; that simple correlations with outcome might be

deceivini because one was really capturi% only relationships between

process and input, so we knew to partial them. The regression analysis

has been added in an attempt to have comparable results across the

studies. The regression results are consistent with.'the partial

correlations.

One value of this study, it seems to me, is tQ point out the need

for caution. As we strive to get schools and teachers to increase the

en aged time spent by their students in academically fruitful

aciivities, we must be -careful about the inappropriate increase or

decrease in allocated time in subject . As allocated time in

language arts creeps up from 60 to 120 minutes a day, time is taken away

from subitantive areas such as science and social studies, which

undoubtedly have benefit for their On sake but which may have

unanticipated benefits for the socalled basics as well.
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Let me tdin now to the second study. This study is the

Instructional Dimensions Study (IDS). It was designed by William Cooley

and myself at the requeit of Congress and NIE; It was carried out by

Kirschner Associates and Education Turnkey. Hugh Poynor, Lee Poynor,

Charles Blaschke, and Jack Sweeney were the primary movers in the actual

Conduct of the study; and William Cooley and I wrote up the results and

reported on them (Cobley & Leihhatdt, 1980);

The design of IDS had several distinguishing features,

including its use of i MOddI of classroom processes, the

direct measurement of these processes, and distinctive outcome

measures., sampling procedures and methods of analysis. Each

Of these features is briefly described . . .

model -cia0sroom process: The model used by IDS for

the study of classroom processes is illustrated in Figure I.

(Cooley & Leinhardt; 1975c; Cooley & Lohnes, 1976). The

figure identifies constructsSeta of variables - -that we

believe are necessary to explain the variation in student

performance that occurs among classrooms after an extended

period of instruction in those classrooms. It suggests that

criterion Wider-Sande is A function of initial student

performance and of certain classroom processes that occur in

the interval between the assessment of initie performance and

the assessment of criterion performance (it does not, however,

specify the exact nature of those functional relationships).
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Classroom ,processes are represented by four constructs:

opportunity, motivators, instructional events, and structure.

Insert Figure I here

The opportunity construct represents the student's

opportunity to learn what le tested in the criterion

performance measures. This construct incorporates how time is

spent classrooms and the similarify of the curriculum to

the tests. The motivators construct includes those aspects of

the curriculum and in-class interpersonal behavior that

encourage learning. Instructional events include the content,

frequency, quality and duration of instructional interactions.

Structure; the fourth construct, considers the level of

organization of the curriculum, the specificity of the

Ubjectives, and the manner in which a student and a curriculum

are matched. . .

Measures of classroom processes. From published research

we identified the measurable features of each construct an

selected measurement procedures that minimized cIassrno

disruption and maximized precision. Measures Within

construct were combined into variables, which were in to

combined into sets of varibles 'representing the fo r

constructs. . .
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Measures of ;outcome; The study used commercia44,

available achievement tests in reading and mathematics.

The test battery selected was the Comprehensive Teatoof Basic

Skills (CTBS; 1974) of the Cs/Ifornla Test Bureau; level B

was used in grade 1, and level 1 in grade 3. . .

Sampling procedures. The sampling scheme emphasized the

heed to achieve variance in classroom processes, rather than

representativeness of current compensafory practices. This

variation in processes was obtained by using descriptive'

information about the programs in use in a large number of

iChO61 districts and then selecting classrooms from'those
a.

districts that would increase the likelihood of process

variation. . .

Methods of analysis. The analytic procedures recognized

that various CIetittoot practices naturally' occur in

combinations that are not susceptible to experimental control.

At this stage of our understanding we need a technique for

determining the relative Importance of different practices in

explaining variations in student achievement. (Cooley

teinhardt, 1980; pp. 8-9.)

The anaIyaid that wita.Used In IDS was commonality analysis. The

results strongly suggest thif the most important of the predictors in

the model were pretest and,opportunity to learn. Opportunity consisted

of two variables: time and curriculum overlap. Time was estimated by

attendiAei, alInfafiOn, and on task rate as well as enrollment and

transfers; overlap used a teacher-based estimate and a curriculum

6
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laIysis estimate.

In first grade, for both reading and math, the pretest

,
and the opportunity variables were the most useful predictors

4

of gain in achievement; opportunity was by .far the best

predictor of reading gain; whereas pretest and opportunity

had identical uniquenesses in math.

Thirdgrade reading showed the highest -correlation

between prqtest and posttest (r .86), leaving the smallest

amount of reliable variance for other predictors to explain.

Even so, the usefulness of pretest and the opportunity in

predicting gain is about as great as for firstgrade

mathematics. . . Thirdgrade ;,math also shows the importance

Of the opportunity construct; it was; in fact; the only

consruct that had a significant uniqueness for this sample in

all other samples; at least two constructs were significant).

In summary; the most useful instruct for explaining

achievement gain is the opportunity that the children had to

learn the skills assessed in the achievement tee'. .

(Cooley 6 Leinhardt, 1980, p. 20.)

The importance of curriculum content. Curriculum content

is one area in 'which classroom practice eeeee to mike a

difference. Instructional techniques, both curricular and

interpersonal; do not compensate for missing content.

Children perform better on a test if they have been exposed to

both the -form of the test items and the content covered by the

test. This point say seem trivial, but it is in fact quite

10

6
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important. Both what is taught and what is tested represent

samplings from domains. Curriculum and teat can clearly

emphasize different content. The results of IDS shew that

students are host likely to answer correctly if they have been

taught the specific material covered by a teat and if they

have been frequentli exposed to the test format. (Cooley

Leinhardt, 1980, p. 22.)

Of the four process constructs assessed in .IDS;

opportunity is the strongest,: most consistent predictor of

achieVemeni gains. Within opportunity, the variable that

stands out is that which assesses the degree to which the

children in the_classroom had an opportunity to learn what was

in the end-of-year achievement test.

One implication of the importance of opportunity is that

evaluation studies that do not include information on how time

is used or on the degree to which the curriculum Included what

the achievement test Measured are suffering from specification

error. That "is, there is a danger of attributing

instructional effectiveness to specific program* or-ways of

teaching when it is really a matter of the curriculum content

being a good fit to the particular achievement test that

happened to be selected. (COOIey 6 Leinhardt; 1980; p. 23.)

What IDS helps us to see is that until we control for the massive

variation by claiiroom in tine spent In academic areas and the content

covered; we are unlikely to find other process vatlablec that are

Important. That- does not mean that these other variables are not
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Let me turn now to the third piece of research on which that I want

to report. This study was carried out between 1927 and 1980. It is a

study of reading instruction in classrooms, icor tfie /earningdisabled.

It was carried out by William Cooley, Naomi Zigmond, and myself

(Leinhardt, Zigmond, Cooley, 1981).

Reading instruction and.its effects were examined for "105

students in elementary classrooms for the learningdisabled.

Extensive detailed observations of students, teachers, and

instructional material were used to explore the plausibility

of a causal modeI of the effects of reading behaviors and

instruction on atudents' reading performance. The results

indicate that 72 percent of the variance in posttest reading

scores can be explained by a model that includes a pretest,

three student reading behaviors, and instructlona/ overlap;
A

and that 59 percent of the variance in student time spent in

reading can be explained by a model that includes pretest,

teacher instructional behaviors, teacher affective behaviors,

and instructional pacing. (Leinhardt; Zigmond, 6 Cooley,

1981,p. 1.)
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The number of children classified as learning 'enabled

has risen dramatically during the past decade, from 120,000 in

1968 to 1.281;395 in 1979. One of the primary reasons that

elementary schdoI children are diagnosed as Itarnind disabled

and assigned to special classrooms is that they exhibit

relatively poor performance in reading. Within LD classrooms,

reading instruction is given considerable emphasis; and a wide

variety of Instructional practices and materials are

tried. . .

In this investigation, we pursued answers to three major

questions: (a) What is the nature of reading activities in LD

classes? (b) What types of student activities lead to

greatest improvement in reading test performance? and (c)

What types of instructional situations generate these student

activities?

Two basic assumptions about effective reading instruction

guided our data collection and analysis activities. First; we

assumed that what students learn is a function of what they

do, and that features of the curriculum and teacher behaviors

Influence what studints de rather than directly influencing

what they learn. Second, we assumed that beginning reading

activities fall into three broad categories: those- directly

related to the reading task in that they involve the student

responding to print; those that indirectly support some

aspect of reading, but are not reading (e. g., listening to

the teacher, or talking about story); and those that ere so

tangential to the acquisition of reading competence es to be

13
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nonreading (e. g.; working with perceptual training boards,

or doing auditory diecrimination tasks). We imposed this view

40*

of reading instruction and reading behaviors on our

observational system; we did not define reading simply as

what goes on during allocated reading time; nor as what a test

manual describes as components of reading. (Leinhardt et al.;

1981, pp. 3-4.)

Data on the classrooms; students; and teachers were

obtained in a number of.ways. Teachers were observed directly

and interviewed. Students were observed directly, 'and their

work products and assignments monitored. In addition,

students were tested and their prior test &as were also

recorded. For all data collected the individual child was the

unit of observation and analysis. This was jUstified because

of the totally individualized instructional programs.

Classroom observations and teacher interviews yielded

information on a wide variety of variables. (Leinhardt et

al., 1981, p. 5.)

Both the teacher and student were observed directly in

this study. Several measures of their behaviors were recorded

using a time sampling procedure (StudentLevel Observation of
4

Beginning Reading) (SOBR) . . . (Leinhardt 6 Seewald, in
4

prep).

14
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Teacher behaviors. Teacher behaviors were observed and

linked to the student(s) to whom they were directed. The two

basic area. Of teacher behavior recorded were instructional

and affective. Instructional behaviors included model

presentations, explanations, feedback, cueing, and monitoring.

these measures were obtained from time samples taken every

five minutes for one hour; . These separate measures were

combined into a *Ingle estimate of the time an individual

child received teacher instruction each day. Affective

behaviors ineIuded the number of reinforcer. received by each

child per day and the cognitive press exerted by the teacher

toward a child. . .

Student behaviors. Figure 2 displays the schema used to

organize the observations of student behavior. The system

used in this study (SOBR) was designed to assess what students

actually did during reading instruction. A detailed analysis

of reading hehaViorS coupled with an assessment of the tasks

presented to childrentduring reading formed the bases of the

observational system. The system was intended to be

exhaustive; in that all of the students' time auxins

observation would be accounted for. Students could be reading

or not; If they were reading; these behaviors were classified

further as direct or indirect. Direct reading behaviors

included oral and silent reading ofletters, wordsi.sentences,

and paragriphi; Indirect reading behaviors were those

activities that were assumed to be related to reading but in

which the student was not engaged in responses to print in the

15
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"normal" way. By normal we mean going from print (as

stimulus) to sound or silent reeding (as response) as opposed

to finsihg letters with a specific sound. The indirect

reading behaviors include story discussion, circling pictures

With a common phonetic element; listening; and writing;

whether copying or spelling. The combined measures of reading

used in this study included the amount of time per day a child

was reading aloud; reading silently; or engaged in indirect

reading behaviors.

Insert Figure 2 here

In additioq to reading categories there were five

non-reading categories observed and recorded. The non-reading

categories were: waiting for something or someone; academic

accivities other than reading; management activities

including Preparing for a task or wrapping-up after a task is

completed; absent from school; or, out of the room at the

time of observation. F;11Wer, off-task during reading was

distinguished from off-task during other kWs of

activities. . .

The classroom observations of the 105 LD students took

place over a 20-week period, from December 1978 to May 1979.

For each Classroom; we randomly sampled twenty one-hour

observation sessions in the morning and ten in the afternoon.

Thus, each classroom was observed for about 30 hours over the

20 weeks. This considerable effort at extensive sampling was
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to assure adequate coverage and stability of the phenomena of

Interest (Karweit b Slavin, 1980).

Raw counts were weighted so that from our thirty

observations per student we could estimate the classroom

behaviors of each student between pretest and posttest.

Weights.. were a function of the reciprocals of the sampling

ratios, that is, if we observed a student for 20 morning

hours, and s/he was in school for a total of 320 morning

hours, then the weight for the M( observations would be

320/20, or 16. Similarly, if a student was observed for 10 PM

hours, and s/he was in school for 300 afternoon hours, the

estimates for the PM strata would be weighted by 30. The

weighted estimates were then scaled so that they approxiMated

the minutes per day a child averaged in a particular activity.

The complete sampling and weighting procedures are described

in Cooley and Mao (1980). (Leinhardt et al.; 1981;

pp. 10-141)

The major objectives of this study were to determine how

the activities that students engaged in affected their test

performance, and how a variety of instructional features

influenced student behavior. These relationships were

examined by a series of multiple regressions. The variables

to be included in each regression were determined by a model

for explaining reading achievement.

17
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Figure [3] displays the combined causal model of how the

variables are assumed to be influencing each other in the

classroom. It summarizes the two functions described above.

Solid black lines indicate significant relationships that are

time driven, and in which the directionality of the arrow

seems clear (e.g., pretest to posttest). Broken black'lines

indicate significant relationships in which we assume a causal

directionality, but in which both variables were measured at

approximately the same time (e.g., teacher instructional

behaviors and time in reading activities). Dotted lines

indicate relationships that we predicted would be significant

but were not.

Insert Figure 3 here

It is important to note that in some cases combined sets

of reading variables are used and in some cases single reading

variables are used. For example, teacher affective support is

aimed at increasing all of the students' reading activities so

the total reading time was the appropriate dependent variable.

Posttest, however, is assumed to be influenced primarily by

silent reading, somewhat by oral reading, and very little by

indirect reading activities, so these are examined separately

in their role as explanatory variables. This distinction is

not made merely for the purpose of conserving degrees of

freedom, but because of the logic of the relationships.
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The gain point of Figure [3] is to show that posttest is

assumed to be dependent on student behaviors and instructional

content; student learning behaviors are assumed to be

infnenced by prior test performance and teacher

behaviors. . The tigrileioni reported below the figure

indicate that posttest . . . performance la significantly

influenced by pretest; silent reading time, and overlap, but

not significantly influenced by oral reading or indirect

acetylene. (Oral` reading tine was significant when an oral

reading test was used and no overlap estimate was included.)

These results suggest that an average of one minute per day of

additional latent reading time increases posttest performance

by one point. An increase of fi44 minutes per day would be

equivalent to about one month (on a grade-equivalent scale) of

Additional reading achievement.

Turning to the factors that increase time spent by

students in direct and indirect reading behavibre = . From

Figure (3) we can see that total time in reading was expected

to be infltiented by What students knew in the beginning, what

the teacher taught them, how the teacher encouraged or cajoled

them; and the pacing of instruction. All but the Lade of

these are verified. The regression suggests that an inc sssss

of one minded of teacher instruction per day gains minute of

student reading time, And each reinforcer also increases daily -

reading time. Given these resulti; toad-here could Inc sssss

instrucentlaI time to several students at once. The pacing

result, that is, Ida of a significant relationship; may be

19
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explained by the fact that these teachers tended to adjust the

pacing .to the level of student ability so that students of a

given ability were not differentially "pushed" by longer, or

shorter assignments. Indeed; the strong zero order

relationship, .46, between pacing and pretest suggests Oda;

but its partial regression is not significantly diffcrent from

zero. (While this is different from the results of Barr,

1980, the modeI being tested 18 also different.)

We spent over two years studying these classrooms. Huch

of the information we obtained is captured by the specific

variables and analyses . . . presented so far. Huch more;

however, was also learned. In fact, after observing

classrooms-and teachers (some for more than 70 hours), [I]

feel obliged to report what we have learned from both our more

formal and less formal analyses. It is the latter experience

that grounds the former and makes it more than a collection of

numbers. Thus, there are two classes of findings from this

stucv: those that deal with the state of the art of research

on effective classroom processes and those that deal with the

substantive import of our findings.

After decades of effort, research on instructional

domains has reached a point where ctrisroom processes can be

measured With reliabllity'and validity. This is due to the:

improved strategies for sampling the instructional domain;

precision with which observational measures can be crafted;

Incorporation of interpretable metrics into the observation

system (namely- fine): and; heuristic value of a causal
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scheme

Improved strategies for sampling include capturing more

of the time than most previous work (30 hours), and randomly

sampling the time of observation. Previous work has used as

little as two hours and has intentionally waited until

instruction "began", thus inflating estimates of instruction.

In this study; the use of schema to organize the observational

measures dramatically improved the reliability of observers

and eased final analysis. Using a unifying metric for the

majority of measures improved analysis and interpretability as

it has for other researchers In the area, notably the BIBS

work. Using a causal model has helped to clarify the paths

through which variables may be operating. Specifically, it it

student behaviors during instruction that influence student

learning, While teacher behaviors influence student behaviors.

(Leinhardt et ma., 1981; pp..17-23.)

This set of three studies traces both thinking and findings aboUt

instructional time; In the Science Study, we considered a modified

estimate of allocated time to be useful in understanding student

end-of-year performance. At that stage in my thinking, time was amply

blocked competitive resource that needed justification. /n IDS,

somewhat more complex measures of time; attendance, and on-task rates

were used to try to get at something more relevant for Instruction than

allocation. As we began to understand the importance of content

covered; we tried to move toward notions of time spent in appropriate

tasks. The L-D Study carefully defined the instructional domain,

heavily sampled it and scaled it in terms of time.
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to six

basic findings that have emerged from the study of instructional time.

I; First, time is most usefully thought of as a metric not

variable.

2. Second, time spent is overlapping 6"(1 not mutually exclusive

with one organism even when the focus is primarily on one type

of activity.

. Third, observations and interpretations must be at the same

level. This is not the same as unit of analysis. It is the

problem of kids spending four to ten minutes a day reading

while teachers are spending two to four hours a day teaching

reading.

4. Fourth, allocated time is not the upper bound for engaged' time

in some situations, while it is the upper bound for others.

5. Fifth, time on task is not the same as time on the right task.

6. Sixth, to obtain a stable, generalizable estimate of students'

time usage, there moat be extensive sampling and extremely

well-defined variables.

Let us now look at each of these points separately.

Time Is a mettle not a variable. By that I mean the passage of

time is in itself of no particular value to any research effort or any

question. It is :.ime as a metaphor or time as a metric for something

else. Al a metaphor, it is useful in considering time as a resource, a

relatively finite resource with respect to the consumers although not

22
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particularly. finite with respect to itself. As a metric, it is useful

because it permits us to scale variables in a way that permits their

addition and subtraction. However, caution is needed once behaviors or

variables have been scaled in the metric of time. They appear to have

an equivalence that May be false. One minute of teacher contact in

Category Y is not the same as one minute of Student behavior in Category

Xi and issues of intensity and density need to be addressed. Time can,

be a deceiving settle; but it is useful with respect to policy

recommendation and with respect to notions of improvement and change.

It is also the metric that gives us the greatest shock value.

are only estimating from samples, we seem toRemembering that we

discover surprisingly wean amounts of"time spent in activities that we

presume have high payoff for a variety of academic areas.

Time is overlapping and not mutually exclusive. By this. I am

referring to the fact that several behaviOrs go on at once within one

child or teacher. Tvo or more things can occur simultaneously, so that

they slightly overlap, or ezclusively. This indicates that the

summation of time must be done with care and precision. We must know

the bOuridaries at Which we are summing. For example, consider a table

that displays the following percentages, "80 percent of the time

reading; 75 percent of the time in social contact, 65 percent of Oki

time in contact with the instructional leader." When all these

percentages are above 50, the Interpretability gained by using time is

low:. Caution is needed in deciding which element can be carved assay:

avr4y from which other element.

1
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Observations end interpretations must be-at -the same level. My

third point is the notion that different actors in the same environment,

spend very different amounts of time in the same activity and that

estimating one from the other is difficult. If we study the time ume of

children and attach teacher behaviors to the child' time, we cannot

estimate the teacher's use of time. Because a child receives less than

a minute a eay of cognitive instruction and about 15 minutes day of

instruction relevant in some way to reading; we cannot infer that the

teacher wasn't working at teaching reading. Teacher time has to be

estimated separately, and linkage may be problem. -Alleested

not be upper -bound for engaged aloe. Clearly, allocated time is

pretty close to being the upper bound for mathematics instruction. Very

little forme mathematics Instruction goes on in any class other than

m.ith class. My concern with this notion of allocated time being the

upper bound for engaged time stems from the Science Study described

.earlier. Remember, time spent in science influenced science, reading;

and math achievement. This is not simply a matter of redefining

allocation. It is a problem in understanding the total instructional

day. We need that understanding in order to address the question,

"Shoulf. we allocate more reading time in order to get more engaged

reading time, or should we permit allocated reading time to stay as it

id?" "Buying" more reading allocation will occur at the cost of social

studies or science or MUSIC. however. that Use spent will also have

payoff in the area known as reading comprehension. The policy

implications of this issue are clear.
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Time on task is not the some as time on the right task. Hy fifth

point is on, that we certainly all understand, but needs to be repeated

frequently. Time on task is synonymous with engagement in relevant

tasks only when the task content has been controlled for. Much Orthe

time on task literature merely takes children being on task during the

time allocated to Instructional Area X with no regard to the content of
_ .

the task they are performing. This notion fits very closely into the

idea that time is a metric. In order for one to do a study of tide that

is meaningful, a detailed analysis of the content of instruction must be

carried out. Simply taking a percentage of on -task behavior and

multiplying it times allocation will not give you an engagement rate

that is useful, as we learned in IDS.

There is a -nee4 -for extensive sampling and well- defined variables.

The sixth and anal porn gals with methodology. In a generaIlzablIity

study that was carried out as a part of the L-D Study, we discovered

that in order for estimates of student behavior to stabilize, we needed

to have extensive sampling of those behaviors (Lomax, 1980; Cooley 6

Mao, 1980). Specifically, 20 hours were needed as opposed to the two or

three usually recommendtd. This large time sampling was not necessary

for all variables, but it was necessary for many of the less frequently

occurring ones. In addition to sampling the behaviors, adequately

defining them carefully is as important. As we get better at defining

tasks, activities, and behaviors; our ability to connect them becomes

improved.

25
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Having reviewed samples of the last deca,:e's work, I would like now

to turn to what we need to do in the future. One_area that I think

would be interesting would be to unravel teacher time. We hive done a

fairly good job of understanding student record; that is, taking a

child, explaining how that child spends a day, and tagging on to it the

resource that that child has access to; namely the amount of teacherA

time the child has access to. But we haven't looked_ at it from the

other end; that is, the understanding of how teachers di.tribute their

day in terms of time. I think that we're going to need to understand

that if we're going to reform how teachers get children to spend time.

The best work that I know of that's going on now is the teacher planning

and teacher deCision making studies. Linking that work with the time

1_

issue would be exciting.

The second area that I think we ought to work Oh is the notion of

multiple payoffs, that is, the notions thit were initially described in

the Science Study. Clearly, we begin to get payoff especially in

reading for things like time spent in Orzma, time spent in areas that

involve high content and contact with print but that aren't called

reading. But we're going to find out About the. efficacy of using that

time only as we begin to analyze the specific skills that are required

for the test performance with criterion measures or whatever you-want to '°

use, and we do a simi-ar analysis of the other curriculum content areas.

26
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In the future, we need to analyze carefully the task components in

A variety of subject matter domains; science; reading; social studies,

mathematics, and music would be my candidates; These analyses then need

to be compared so that we can construct portraits of a student's day and

map those on to the more complex aspects of student achievement that we

all hope to use someday; Figure 4 displays a simple version of what I

have in mind. The point is tb examine how various areas of instruction

suppott each other in meaningful ways. Humanistic educators have long

argued against back to basics; in part because of the enrichment value

that is lost When the other subject, are deleted; But more may be being

lost. There may, in fact, be some specific "bailie skills being lost as

wen; For example; in my purely hypothetical case, reading connected

prose silently takes 4'15 minutes in reading; 10 minutes in math, and 6

minutes in scienc . Oral reading takes up 10 minutes of reading; 3

m d'minutes ofath, a d is negligible in science. Writing is done for 5

minutes of.reading; but 20 minutes bf science time. If we remember why

we are iiipposed to study the "basics "; perhaps it will be no surprise

that children.in subject area cl pea time exercising these basic

skills and engaging in them. In fact, in at least one school in

PittsbUigh, theta is no Allocated reading time after third grade--

making way for expanded social studies; ditdC9; and science cl

!lipping these activities out and demonstrating their relationship to

outcomes is a non-trivial task and will take us quite a few person years

of work. SiMataheO0$17; we have to build more complex analyses of

existing tests and hopefully track areas of instruction where time is

spent but never assessed (clear oral presentation, for example).
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In sum, my recommendation is that we continue to investigate the

pressing problems of education; how to help poor achievers learn more

easily and in greater depth; how to keep the gifted and talented

challenged; how to make our pchools nurturant, attractive places in

which'children experience the beginnings of the wondrous adventure of

life; and that we continue these investigations using time as the

powerful metric we have seen it is but while wending our way carefully

between the Scylla and Charybdis of overly simplistic interpretations

and overly complex obfuscations of reality. -

C
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Figure a

A Model of Reading Instruction
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